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Chapter 4: Design of a Four-quadrant Dielectric-

filled Reentrant Cavity Resonator as a Proton 

Beam Position Monitor (BPM) Using HFSS 

Simulation

This Chapter and the next Chapter are combined in the following paper, which is 
under submission for a peer-reviewed journal.

S. Srinivasan, P-A. Duperrex, J. M. Schippers, S. Brandenburg, Development of a Four-quadrant
Dielectric-filled Reentrant Cavity as a Beam Position Monitor (BPM) for Proton Radiation Therapy 
Facility at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)

4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, we designed and characterized the beamline 
performance of a non-invasive beam current monitor based on the excitation of 
the monopole (TM010) mode resonance in a reentrant coaxial cavity. These results 
provided the motivation to investigate the feasibility of a resonant cavity as a 
beam position monitor (BPM). However, a TM010 mode excited cavity does not 
provide any position information as discussed in Chapter 2 and experimentally 
demonstrated in Chapter 3. Therefore, the excitation of other electromagnetic 
(EM) modes has been investigated.

Beam position measurements are based on transducers that are sensitive to the 
beam position with respect to them by detecting the electromagnetic fields 
induced by the beam. The distortion of these fields depends on the beam position, 
which allows for accurate beam position measurement [1]. To measure the beam 
position with a good resolution, the beam current is an important baseline 
parameter, as it determines the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

For PROSCAN, the small beam-induced signals for beam currents in the range 
0.1-10 nA limit the sensitivity of conventional non-invasive BPMs such as 
capacitive pickups and Wall Current Monitors (WCMs). Hence, at PROSCAN, 
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beam position information is measured by interceptive techniques such as multi-
strip ionization chambers (ICs) and secondary emission monitors [2]. The 
downside of using these monitors is that they affect the beam properties due to 
multiple scattering. In order to get rid of these scattering effects, a non-
interceptive beam position monitor is considered for the PROSCAN beamlines. 

An off-centered beam will excite a dipole mode (TM110) excitation in a resonant 
cavity [3]. Therefore, it could be a good candidate for non-interceptive beam 
position measurements. Cavity resonators excited in the TM110 mode directly 
provide a signal amplitude per unit of displacement [3] for off-centered beams 
only. The position information from a resonant cavity with a TM110 mode 
excitation is directly available as discussed in Chapter 1. In comparison to other 
non-interceptive monitors, in which the position information is generally 
provided by the difference between signals of two opposing pickups, the cavity 
resonator proposed here does not require the subtraction of signals to derive
position information. In this Chapter, we investigate the TM110 mode excitation 
in a reentrant cavity as a potential candidate to measure beam position at the low
beam currents in PROSCAN. 

At PROSCAN, the COMET cyclotron delivers a proton beam in bunches with a 
repetition rate of 72.85 MHz. The cavity is designed such that the resonance 
frequency of theTM110 mode in the reentrant cavity resonator is at 145.7 MHz,
which is the second harmonic of the beam bunch repetition rate. This frequency 
is chosen for reasons already discussed in Chapter 2.

4.1.1 Dipole mode (TM110) cavity characterization

Prior to designing a TM110 mode cavity for monitoring beam positions, it is 
important to have a general overview of the TM110 mode and to have an analytical 
estimate of the pickup signal for a given position offset of the beam. The detailed 
description of the theoretical background used in this section can be found in [3]–
[6].

Here, the characterization of a TM110 mode cavity is explained from the 
perspective of a generic pillbox cavity. The TM110 mode, a transverse magnetic 
mode, is antisymmetric and its amplitude is linearly dependent on the gap radius 
of a conventional pillbox cavity [5]. The TM110 mode, represented in cylindrical 
coordinates (r,𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙,z) where r is the radial distance, 𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙 is the azimuth angle, z is the 
longitudinal distance) has no longitudinal magnetic field component ( Bz=0) and 
a non-vanishing longitudinal electric field component (Ez≠0). The excited TM110
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mode in any resonator is defined by the cavity geometry. For a simple pillbox 
cavity design, the cavity radius Rres and the gap length l define the cavity 
geometry as shown in Figure 4.1. The TM110 mode is represented in cylindrical 
coordinates (r,𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙,z) with the indices m, n, p (TMmnp) as defined in ref. [4]

• (m=1) One full period sinusoidal variation of the field components along 
the azimuthal direction. In cylindrical resonators:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ∝  cos(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙) or sin(𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝜙𝜙𝜙𝜙)

• (n=1) One zero crossing of the longitudinal field components in the radial 
direction. In cylindrical resonators: 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝑧𝑧𝑧𝑧  ∝  𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿/𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠) where,
amn are zeros of Jm, the Bessel functions of the first kind. 𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿𝛿 is the beam 
position offset with respect to the central axis and Rres is the radius of the 
cylindrical resonator

• (p=0) zero half-period sinusoidal variation of the field components in the 
longitudinal direction. In cylindrical resonators:
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 ∝  cos(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝/𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 sin(𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝/𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙). l is the gap length in the cylindrical 
resonator

The resonance frequency of such a mode is given by [6]

( ) ( )2 2
mnp mn res

o o

11
110

reso o

1ω = a /R + pπ/l ,
μ ε

a1ω = ,
Rμ ε

(4.1)

The fields of the TM110 mode, ignoring the effects of coupling ports and beam 
pipe, are given by [5], [7],
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where C110 represents the amplitude of the oscillation. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the induced TM010 (red field lines) and TM110 modes (black 
field lines) in a generic cylindrical cavity (pillbox). The magnetic field amplitude of an offset beam 
is shown in the central figure. An offset beam excites both modes. The TM110 mode amplitude is 
proportional to both beam current and offset. The TM010 mode amplitude is proportional only to 
beam current. Same offset but in the opposite direction induces the same signal but with opposite 
phase (continuous and dotted lines) [5].

According to the fundamental theorem of beam loading [8], an acceleration a 
charged particle gets while passing an empty cavity is exactly one-half of its own 
induced voltage. The energy stored in a mode within the cavity then can be 
expressed as 

2

mnp o z,mnp
V

1W = ε E dV
2 ∫ (4.5)

The voltage along the longitudinal direction of the particle beam in a cavity at the 
TM110 mode is represented as [9]

2
110 110

110 110 110
110 o 110

V ω RV =2 q k  with k = =
4 W 2 Q

 
 
 

(4.6)

where, q is the bunch charge in Coulombs; k110 is the loss factor of the TM110

mode in V/C and 𝜔𝜔𝜔𝜔110 is the angular TM110 resonance frequency. R is the shunt 
impedance for TM110 mode and as per circuit theory, its expression can be found 
in [3]. Q0 is the unloaded Quality factor of the TM110 mode within a cavity (cavity 
walls: σ is conductivity, µ is permeability) given by

11011
o

res

λa1Q =  where, δ is the skin-depth
R2π δ1+

l

(4.7)

Rres
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The quantity (R/Q0)110 is the normalized shunt impedance of the TM110 mode and 
its expression at the location of the maximum electric field (δx = 0.48R) in a 
generic pillbox is given by

max 2 2
20 1 tr
tr2

o resres o 11 11110

2 Z  (J )  TR = 130.73  T
Q Rπ R J (a ) a

l l 
≈ 

 
(4.8)

where a11 = 3.83 is the first zero of 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽1; 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽1𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚  = 0.582 the maximum of the first-
order Bessel function; 𝐽𝐽𝐽𝐽𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜(𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎11) = 0.402 is the root (solution) of the zero-order 
Bessel function that corresponds to the first zero of the first-order Bessel function. 
Zo = 377 Ω is the free-space characteristic impedance. The location of the 
maximum electric field is given by the ratio of the location where the maximum 
of the first-order Bessel function is, to the location of the first zero of the same 
Bessel function. Ttr, the transit-time factor, is the maximum energy gained in the 
cavity normalized to the cavity voltage [10] and is as given in [11] for low energy 
beams. 

The voltage induced in the TM110 mode by a charge q for a given position offset 
δx can be evaluated by taking the line integral of Eq (4.2) along the particle 
trajectory. The induced voltage for any arbitrary offset can then be expressed as

in max max in 110 11
110 110 1 11 1 110 max

1 res

2k q a δx
V /V =J (a δx)/J , V =

2J R
(4.9)

The Bessel function J1(x) can be replaced by x/2 for small offsets, so the voltage 
becomes linearly proportional to δx (the error of this approximation is less than 
1% for δx up to 15% of Rres). Substituting Eq (4.6) and (4.8), in the above 
equation, provides us the general expression of induced voltage for a given offset 
δx

2
in tr11

110 110 max 3
o 1 res res110

0.2474 δx q Ta δxRV (δx)=ω q =
Q 2J R R

l 
 
 

(4.10)

where, q is expressed in pC and l in m. The voltage coupled out from the cavity 
into a 50 Ω measuring system can then be expressed as

0.5

out in L
110 110 c 110

o L 0 L 0110 110

QR 50Ω χ R 50ΩV (δx)= ω q B =V (δx) 1-
Q Q 1+χ Q Q Q

−
    
         

(4.11)
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where, χ is the pickup coupling coefficient given by χ=Qo/Qext. Qext can be 
calculated from subsection 2.1.3. Bc is the beam coupling coefficient and is 
equivalent to the angle bracket term in Eq (4.10).

4.2 Design Considerations

4.2.1 TM110 mode polarization

In Figure 4.1, it can be seen that both the TM110 mode and the TM010 mode are 
excited at r ≠ 0. Since we are interested in the TM110 mode, it is important to 
minimize the amplitude of other modes (especially TM010 mode) at the resonance 
frequency of the TM110 mode. This can be achieved by having a high quality 
factor of the TM010 mode and a large resonance frequency separation between the 
TM010 and the TM110 modes. However, by opting for a strong coupling due to the 
demand to measure position information for low beam currents (0.1-10 nA), the 
quality factor of these modes would be lowered, which will result in an increased 
amplitude of the TM010 mode at the TM110 mode frequency. 

The TM110 mode is a combination of both horizontal and vertical polarization for
an arbitrary beam position (X, Y) as represented in Figure 4.2. For a pure X offset 
(i.e., Y = 0), the vertical polarization is not excited and is vice-versa.

Figure 4.2: TM110 mode as a combination of horizontal and vertical polarization. Plotted are the H
→

vectors from the Eigenmode solution of the BPM prototype as a non-coupled model (No pickup 
ports).

For a beam offset in a cavity, as shown in Figure 4.3, the total field strength is a 
combination of both the TM010 and the TM110 mode amplitudes [12]. At the left 
side of the cavity, these mode amplitudes add up vectorially, while at the right 
side, they subtract. This changes with the beam offset in the opposite direction. 
However, as can be seen in Figure 4.1, the amplitude of the TM110 signal only 
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gives the magnitude of the beam offset, but not the sign (direction) of the 
displacement. Subtracting Left and Right signals will zero the TM010 mode and 
double the amplitude of the TM110 mode for a given beam offset. When the TM010

mode presence at the TM110 mode frequency is minimized, the amplitudes of the 
L and R signals are hardly affected by the TM010 contribution. In this case, a 
separate reference cavity, whose TM010 mode frequency is the same as the TM110

mode position cavity, should be placed at a known distance before the TM110

mode position cavity to determine the sign of the beam displacement. The sign of 
displacement is then decided by the phase of the L and R signals with respect to 
the phase of the signal from that separate TM010 mode cavity [13].

Figure 4.3: B field representation of the TM010 and TM110 modes of a generic cylindrical geometry. 
The left image has no TM110 mode for a centered beam. The right image shows the additional 
existence of TM110 mode with its polarities for an offset position in the X-axis.

However, it is important to note, that in our case, such a separate reference TM010

mode cavity might not be necessary to determine the sign of the beam offset. This 
is because we expect that the vectorial superposition of the TM010 and TM110

modes will help to determine the sign of the beam offset, as shown in Figure 4.3.

4.2.2 Choice of Cavity type: Pillbox vs Dielectric-filled Reentrant

In this cavity BPM design, the TM110 mode resonance frequency is fixed at the 
second harmonic of the beam repetition rate. At this frequency, RF interference 
from the cyclotron RF cavities is minimized and the beam signal amplitude for 
excitation of the TM110 mode is larger than other higher harmonics. The choices 
of design for the BPM cavity are limited by space constraints in the PROSCAN 
beamline as already discussed in Chapter 3. For a pillbox design, the radius of the 
pillbox cavity would be approximately 1.27 meters by substituting 11a =3.83 in 
Eq (4.1). A dielectric-filled reentrant cavity, on the other hand, is much more 
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compact than a pillbox for the same resonance frequency, as we have seen in 
Chapter 2.

The fundamental idea for mechanical simplicity is to have a common dielectric 
in the reentrant gap of the four floating cavities, suspended within a common 
grounded cylinder. Such a design is expected to save on the required volume at 
the expense of more complex mechanical design and potentially mode 
interference due to the necessity to couple more signal power from the cavity. It 
could also have limitations because of stray field coupling between the floating 
cavities, i.e., mutual pickup coupling and the coupling of the individual cavities 
with the ground cylinder. The mutual pickup coupling (crosstalk) could affect the 
measurement sensitivity as it is expected to be the dominant stray field coupling 
term that affects the TM110 mode. 

With a stronger beam coupling coefficient, we expect to couple out more power,
which will result in a lower loaded quality factor. As a consequence, the 
dielectric-filled BPM cavity is expected to have a higher output voltage for a 
given beam current, compared to a conventional pillbox cavity as per Eq (4.11).
This is due to the fact that the normalized shunt impedance is higher for a 
reentrant cavity system than for a pillbox cavity as per Eq (4.8).

4.2.3 Choice of Coupling: Magnetic

Beam position information can be coupled out of the cavity either by probing the 
H-field or by probing the E-field. Coupling out information with a simple pickup 
(as either a loop or an antenna) has the drawback of coupling out all excited modes 
simultaneously. Using an intrinsic design such as a slot or a waveguide [9] that 
acts as a high-pass filter can help in minimizing the signal contributions at other 
frequency components. However, for our scenario, this is not possible due to 
space constraints. Thus, we keep the choice of coupling as a loop in the inductive 
region of the cavity BPM similar to the large pickups in the BCM design. With 
this choice of coupling, it would be possible to determine the amplitude 
contributions from both the modes by measuring the phase of the cavity signal 
with respect to the cyclotron RF in contribution with a model that provides 
information on the phase difference between the TM010 and the TM110 modes for 
a given position offset. 

4.2.4 Choice of materials and dimension limitations

Regarding the dielectric, the material of choice is not macor as used in the BCM. 
Since macor is a relatively high loss dielectric, the unloaded quality factor of the 
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TM110 mode in a reentrant cavity BPM with macor would be low, resulting in low 
signal amplitude. Since the amplitude of the TM110 mode within a cavity is close 
to the cavity center generally weaker than that of the TM010 mode, the priority is 
to keep the unloaded quality factor of the TM110 mode as high as possible. This 
will result in a larger amplitude of the TM110 mode excitation within the cavity 
for a given beam current and thus give a higher amplitude of the signal coupled 
out of the cavity. However, this demands the stability of the TM110 mode 
resonance frequency under temperature variations, external vibrations, etc. To 
realise a high quality factor, 99.5% aluminum oxide [14] is chosen as dielectric 
(εr=9.8 and loss factor given by δ ≤ 0.0001). This ensures minimum power loss 
in the dielectric unlike in the BCM. Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) (εr=3.0, 
δ ≤ 0.003) will be used to suspend the floating cavities within the ground cylinder 
to ensure there is no electrical contact between them. This is an important design 
feature, which keeps the overall system compact for the 145.7 MHz resonance 
frequency. A conductive (metallic) contact between all the floating cavities would 
be equivalent to a single dielectric-filled cavity realization within a ground 
cylinder whose TM110 mode signal amplitude for a given position offset would be 
expected to be lower compared to the floating cavity design as verified with the 
simulation. 

The choice of material for the BPM prototype is aluminum and its relevant 
material properties are listed in Table 2.1. The same design limitations as 
considered for the cavity BCM in Chapter 2 applies to the design of the cavity 
BPM. The dimensions are limited to 45 mm (beam pipe radius) for the inner 
radius of the alumina ring and the inner radius of the inner coaxial cylinder 
(floating cavity). The inner radius of the outer coaxial cylinder (of the floating 
cavity) is limited to 90 mm. Tuning the other dimensions of the BPM system to 
obtain the TM110 mode resonance frequency of 145.7 MHz has been done with 
the help of Eigenmode and Driven Modal solvers of ANSYS HFSS. The next 
section describes the evolution of BPM design through parametric investigation 
of cavity, dielectric, support materials, and pickup position.

4.3 ANSYS HFSS simulations
The ANSYS HFSS uses two solvers to evaluate the dimensional parameters of 
the BPM that corresponds to the design TM110 resonance frequency of 
145.7 MHz. The two solvers are:

• Eigenmode to evaluate Eigenmode frequencies of the BPM, the unloaded 
quality factors, and fields associated with it. The criterium for the 
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simulation convergence is the frequency difference with respect to the 
145.7 MHz frequency of the second harmonic of the cyclotron RF 
frequency. Convergence criteria is ΔFrequency ≤ 0.01%.

• Driven modal solver to determine the S-parameter coupling coefficients 
such that it has maximum beam-pickup coupling coefficients and 
minimum mutual pickup coupling coefficients. The optimal design 
dimensions are evaluated from Driven solutions. The criterium for 
simulation convergence is the change in Sji from one iteration to the next 
given as Δ�Sji� ≤ 0.02 dB.

4.3.1 Eigenmode Solution Setup

The Eigenmode solution setup is used to determine certain fundamental design 
parameters of the cavity BPM. As mentioned earlier, the BPM is evolved from 
the cavity BCM design described in Chapter 2. Four LC cavities are suspended 
within a common grounded cylinder. Two cavities are mounted in the horizontal 
and two cavities in the vertical plane to probe the X-plane and Y-plane TM110

modes, respectively. 

The curved surface area of the common grounded cylinder volume is assigned 
with the conductivity of aluminum. The properties of the other boundaries are 
directly determined by HFSS by assigning a material type for individual cavities 
(aluminum), the common dielectric (alumina ceramic), and the supporting PEEK. 
180° degree mirror symmetries were imposed on the model in the simulation. The 
accuracy of calculation is determined by the convergence criteria in the 
Eigenmode solver.

The Eigenmode solution setup is summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Summary of the solution setup model indicating some of the fundamental design 
parameters. d – inner diameter of inner coaxial cylinder and diameter of beam pipe, C – outer 
diameter of the alumina ring, t – dielectric thickness, W – inner diameter of the ground cylinder, D 
– inner diameter of the outer coaxial cylinder, p – PEEK (support ceramic) thickness (diameter = 
20mm), alumina width =28mm. All floating cavities are separated by 40mm with respect to each 
other. 

Materials
Vacuum, Alumina,

Aluminum

Boundaries
Aluminum finite conductivity 
on curved surfaces of the 
ground cylinder

Excitation None for Eigenmode

Mesh 
Operations

Curvilinear, Skin-depth on 
Tau mesher

Analysis

Minimum 
Frequency

100 MHz

No. of Modes 4

No. of passes 20

Convergence, 
Δf

0.01%

Initial Mesh
λ 
refinement

Refinement per 
pass

20%

Order of Basis 
functions 
(solutions)

2nd order

Results
E, H plots, Resonance 
Frequencies, Qo
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Results

Figure 4.4: E and H fields (magnitude and vector) of the TM110 mode (both horizontal and vertical 
polarization) excited within the cavity. The field plots are extracted from the Eigenmode solver of 
HFSS. E field is plotted in the center plane of the dielectric. H field is plotted at a plane 30 mm 
above the base of the floating cavities. The outer line represents the conducting surface of the outer 
grounded cylinder. The edges where the field terminates represent the conducting surface (boundary 
termination) of the floating cavities. The TM110 mode is localized within the floating cavities. 
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The Eigenmode solution provides the fundamental dimensional parameters of the 
BPM prototype such that the TM110 mode resonance is matched to the design 
frequency of 145.7 MHz. Moreover, the Eigenmode solution provides 
information on the unloaded quality factor (Qo). Since the TM110 mode is a 
combination of both horizontal and vertical polarization, the Eigenmode solution 
finds the TM110 mode resonance frequency of 145.7 MHz (along with Qo) for each 
of the polarization. The unloaded quality factors for both polarization are 
Qo = 3158 (H); 3163 (V) with their resonance frequencies as f110 = 145.06 MHz 
(H); 145.08 MHz (V). The small differences in the values are indicative of the 
accuracy achieved in the simulation. An important observation is the influence of 
the alumina in the reentrant gap. In the absence of the alumina, the TM110 mode 
resonance frequency of the model is approximately at 274.7 MHz and the 
unloaded quality factor is 4200. The alumina in the reentrant gap brings the 
resonance frequency down to approximately 145 MHz while the unloaded quality 
factor is reduced to 3160. Macor in the reentrant gap would have reduced the 
unloaded quality factor by approximately 95% from Qo = 3160 to 267. This 
clearly indicates that alumina is an almost loss-free dielectric as compared to 
macor. The presence of PEEK as a support material also does not influence the 
quality factor of the TM110 mode drastically (1% higher without PEEK supports). 
This important feature is confirmed by the Eigenmode solution. The induced 
fields of the non-coupled BPM cavity is shown in Figure 4.4 (both magnitude and 
vector).

The Eigenmode solutions are exported to the Driven modal setup to perform fine-
tuning of the resonator by taking into consideration the influence of the inductive 
pickups and the beam analogon acting as the drive signal, which is modeled as a 
sinewave in a perfect electric conductor. 

4.3.2 Driven modal Solution Setup

The Eigenmode solver provides the solutions of the unloaded cavity BPM design 
(without beam pipe extensions and pickup ports). However, we need pickup ports 
to extract the induced field that contains information on the beam position. The 
Driven modal solution setup helps to characterize the BPM by quantifying the RF 
energy propagation within a multiport network taking into consideration the beam 
pipe extensions and the pickup ports. The solutions of the Driven modal are 
represented as Sji (Scattering parameters) being either transmission or reflection 
coefficients. As mentioned in Chapter 2, the Driven modal solver helps to analyze 
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the BPM in the presence of a beam analog such as a stretched wire of narrow 
cross-sectional area that is defined as a perfect electric conductor. 

The signal-coupling scheme is similar to the BCM in Chapter 2. For an inductive 
loop, the output signal is given as the surface integral of the scalar product of 
H ���⃗ and loop area, as already described in Chapter 2. The BPM is equipped with 
four loops, one for each floating cavity. Unlike the BCM, the BPM is designed 
with all four loops having the same size. Since each loop is a measurement port, 
the possibility to use a resonance trombone for tuning purposes is not available 
in the BPM. This places a strict limit on the dimensional tolerances of the 
individual floating cavities, the dielectric and the measurement loops. 

Parametric Model 

As described in Chapter 2, the model from the Eigenmode solver is imported into 
the Driven modal setup. The fundamental parameters mentioned in subsection 
4.3.1 are transferred as parameters to investigate their role in exciting the TM110

mode at the design frequency of 145.7 MHz. Moreover, the parametric 
investigation provides insight into the prospects of modifying the performance of 
the cavity BPM by altering the loaded quality factor, improving signal sensitivity, 
minimizing TM010 mode presence, minimizing stray capacitances, etc. 

The definitions of boundary conditions and the excitations are given in Chapter 2.

Analysis setup 

We summarize the analysis setup in Table 4.2. The Driven modal analysis is 
performed for two different cases; with a beam analog to optimize dimensions
and without a beam analog for the optimized design to evaluate XY isolation, i.e.,
crosstalk and TM110 mode coupling, i.e., XX/YY isolation. The description of 
how the solver provides the solution by adaptively converging has already been 
described in Chapter 2.
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Table 4.2: Driven modal solution setup (solver conditions) and frequency sweep conditions to solve 
the model and extract S-parameters

Driven Modal Analysis setup

Solution Frequency 145.7 MHz

Maximum No of passes 
(Adaptive)

20

Maximum ΔS (Adaptive) 0.02 dB

Initial mesh options λ refinement

Maximum Refinement per 
pass (Adaptive)

20%

Order of Basis functions 2nd

Maximum ΔZo 2%

Frequency Sweep (Fast 
sweep with 0.1 MHz step 
size)

130-161.4 MHz (with beam analog) & 10-510 MHz 
(without beam analog)

Optimized parameters
Gap between the cavities, Gap between the ground 
cylinder and the cavities, Ceramic width, Ceramic 
thickness, Pickup position

The parametric investigation of certain parameters mentioned in Table 4.2 will 
be presented in the following subsection. These parameters were considered to 
tune the TM110 mode resonance frequency as well as to optimize the signal output 
from the measurement ports. According to Eq (4.1), we can tune the resonance 
frequency by modifying the radius of the resonator. Using Eqs (4.10) and (4.11),
we can maximize the signal output for a given bunch charge and offset by:

• Increasing normalized shunt impedance, (R/Q0),110, by reducing the 
effective gap radius (through the inter-cavity gap or dielectric width) and 
increasing the gap height (dielectric thickness).

• Increasing beam coupling coefficient, Bc, by reducing effective gap 
radius (through the inter-cavity gap or dielectric width).

• The QL, (i.e., loaded quality factor) can be influenced by the pickup 
position, the inter-cavity gap or the intra-cavity gap.
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Parametric investigation results

The parametric investigations provide insight into the impact of certain 
dimensions on cavity characteristics and extracted signal strengths. All 
parametric investigations are performed with a beam analog offset of 2 mm. Ports 
1 and 2 represent the beam entrance and exit ports, which are normalized on their 
characteristic impedance to minimize reflections within the model. Ports 3 to 6 
are measurement ports terminated with 50 Ω impedance. A sketch of the 
simulation setup is represented in Figure 4.5. We investigated the effect of the 
following parameters on the TM010 and the TM110 mode resonance frequencies, 
their loaded quality factors, and the signal sensitivity for a given position offset:

• Gap between individual cavities (Inter-cavity gap)
• Gap between Cavities and Grounded cylinder (Intra-cavity gap)
• Dielectric width and thickness
• Pickup position

Figure 4.5: 3-dimensional view of the BPM and the sketch of the parametric investigation setup.

• The gap between individual cavities (Inter-cavity gap)

The gap between the four LC cavities, called an inter-cavity gap, is investigated 
and its findings are summarized in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3: Summary of the parametric investigation. The loaded Quality factors (both TM010 mode 
and TM110 mode) are evaluated from the Sxx. The Sxy and Sxx evaluated do not depend on the beam 
analog position.

Gap 
(mm)

FreqTM010

(MHz)
FreqTM110

(MHz)
ΔFreq 
(MHz)

QL,TM010 QL,TM110
ΔS2mm-

0mm (dB)

20 118.2 142.8 24.6 43 86 3

40 127.1 145.4 18.3 37 47 2

60 136.6 149.7 13.1 28 23 1

Increasing the inter-cavity gap increases the TM010 and the TM110 mode resonance 
frequencies since the cross-sectional area of the capacitive region in the LC 
cavities is reduced, as shown in Figure 4.6. The TM110 mode frequency is not 
shifted by the same extent as of the TM010 mode, probably due to the relatively 
stronger influence of the stray capacitance (i.e., includes the capacitance between 
the floating cavities (with each other) and the ground cylinder) on the TM110 mode 
lumped element equivalent circuit. Moreover, increasing the inter-cavity gap 
decreases the azimuthal coverage of the LC cavities, due to which the loaded 
quality factors of both the TM modes (QL,TM010 and QL,TM110) are reduced. This is 
because of increased power dissipation on the surface area of the ground cylinder 
that is now available due to the decreased azimuthal coverage of the floating 
cavities. Altogether, the combination of reduced frequency separation, ΔFreq and 
the decrease in the QL,TM010 and QL,TM110 results in lowering the signal sensitivity, 
ΔS2mm-0mm, (dotted lines in figures) for a given offset when increasing the inter-
cavity gap. 

The inter-cavity gap is chosen as a 40 mm gap for the BPM prototype, as it offers 
freedom for TM110 mode frequency offsets without too much compromise on the 
quality factor and the beam-pickup coupling. 
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Figure 4.6: Parametric investigation of the gap between floating cavities plotted as S(beam-pickup) over 
frequency span 100-200 MHz. Shown are the coupling coefficients at 2mm beam analog offset 
position for three different scenarios: 20 mm, 40 mm, and 60 mm gap between floating cavities. 
The dotted lines represent the S-parameter curve for the center position.

• The gap between Cavities and Grounded cylinder (Intra-cavity gap)

The effect of the gap between the LC cavities and the ground cylinder, called an
intra-cavity gap, is investigated and its findings are summarized in Table 4.4. This 
investigation is performed for the inter-cavity gap dimension fixed at 40 mm. 

Table 4.4: Summary of the parametric investigation. The loaded Quality factors (both TM010 mode 
and TM110 mode) are evaluated from the Sxx. The Sxy and Sxx evaluated do not depend on the beam 
analog position.

Gap 
(mm)

FreqTM010

(MHz)
FreqTM110

(MHz)
ΔFreq 
(MHz)

QL,TM010 QL,TM110
ΔS2mm-

0mm (dB)

15 127.4 147.2 19.8 31.5 45 2.3

25 127.1 145.5 18.3 37 47 2.0

35 127.1 144.4 16.3 42 46 2.0

The intra-cavity gap does not strongly affect the TM010 mode resonance frequency 
as the stray capacitance between the cavities and the ground cylinder does not 
affect the lumped element equivalent of the TM010 mode. However, the TM110

mode resonance frequency is affected due to a stronger influence of the stray
capacitance on the TM110 mode lumped element equivalent. Nevertheless, the 
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intra-cavity gap is considered a critical parameter, as it plays a role on the beam-
pickup coupling without affecting the loaded quality factors of both the 
TM modes (QL,TM010 and QL,TM110) drastically. Also, the signal sensitivity, ΔS2mm-

0mm, is nearly independent of the intra-cavity gap. Figure 4.7 shows the results of 
the parametric investigation of the intra-cavity gap for an inter-cavity gap of 
40 mm. 

The intra-cavity gap = 25 mm is chosen, which corresponds to a ground cylinder 
radius of 120 mm as this provides a relatively high loaded quality factor of both 
the modes, a good amount of frequency separation between them, and a smaller 
transverse size of the cavity BPM. 

Figure 4.7: Parametric investigation of gap changes between floating cavities and the grounded 
cylinder on plotted as S(beam-pickup) over frequency span 100-200 MHz. Shown are beam-cavity 3 
coupling for three different gap dimensions: 15mm, 25mm, and 35mm. The dotted lines represent 
the S-parameter curve for the center position.

• Dielectric width and thickness
The dielectric dimension is defined by the thickness in the beam direction and 
width as the difference between inner and outer radial dimensions. The 
investigation results of both the dielectric width and the thickness are summarised 
in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. These parameters are investigated for an intra-cavity 
gap = 25 mm and inter-cavity gap = 40 mm. The dielectric width is varied by 
changing the outer radius of the ring for a fixed inner radius. The inner radius is 
not the variable parameter of the dielectric width as it could block the beam 
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passage area (i.e., the cross-sectional area of the beam pipe). The inner radius of 
the ring is fixed at 90 mm. 

Table 4.5: Summary of the parametric investigation. The loaded Quality factors (both TM010 mode 
and TM110 mode) are evaluated from the Sxx. The Sxy and Sxx evaluated do not depend on the beam 
analog position.

Width 
(mm)

FreqTM010

(MHz)
FreqTM110

(MHz)
ΔFreq 
(MHz)

QL,TM010 QL,TM110
ΔS2mm-

0mm (dB)

26 133.1 152.2 19.1 33 45.3 2.0

28 128.4 146.9 18.5 36 46.6 1.8

30 123.8 141.6 17.8 40 48.7 1.6

The dielectric width and thickness are considered the tuning parameters for the 
BPM’s mode frequencies. For a given thickness, increasing the dielectric width 
reduces both the mode frequencies by nearly the same extent without affecting 
the S(beam-pickup) at the TM010 mode resonance frequency. The S(beam-pickup) at the 
TM110 mode resonance frequency reduces, which is in agreement with Eq (4.10)
due to an increase in the effective gap radius. 

Figure 4.8: Parametric investigation of the BPM model as a function of dielectric width for an intra-
cavity gap=25 mm and an inter-cavity gap=40 mm. Provided are three different width dimensions: 
26 mm, 28 mm, and 30 mm. The dotted lines represent the S-parameter curve for the center position.
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Table 4.6: Summary of the parametric investigation. The loaded Quality factors (both TM010 mode 
and TM110 mode) are evaluated from the Sxx. The Sxy and Sxx evaluated do not depend on the beam 
analog position.

Thickness 
(mm)

FreqTM010

(MHz)
FreqTM110

(MHz)
ΔFreq 
(MHz)

QL,TM010 QL,TM110

ΔS2mm-

0mm

(dB)

10 127.1 145.4 18.3 37 47 2.1

12.5 139.3 158.9 19.6 29 47.5 1.9

15 150.3 170.7 20.4 25 50.5 1.9

Figure 4.9: Parametric investigation of the BPM model as a function of dielectric thickness with 
other dimensions held constant. Provided are three different width dimensions: 10 mm, 12.5 mm,
and 15 mm. The dotted lines represent the S-parameter curve for the center position.

On the contrary, for a given width, increasing the thickness increases both the 
mode frequencies by the same extent. The S(beam-pickup) of the TM110 mode increases 
with increasing dielectric thickness, which is in agreement with Eq (4.10).
Moreover, changing the dielectric width or thickness does not strongly affect the 
loaded quality factors of both the modes and the position sensitivity of the TM110

mode. These behaviors are clearly seen in Figure 4.8 and in Figure 4.9.

For the alumina ring, dielectric width of 28.57 mm is chosen for a dielectric 
thickness of 10 mm for the BPM prototype. These dimensions ensure the TM110

mode resonance frequency to be close to 145.7 MHz.
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• Pickup position

The effect of the pickup position on the system characteristics is summarized in 
Table 4.7. These investigations are performed for the selected dimensions of the 
intra- and inter-cavity gap and the dielectric width and thickness. 

Table 4.7: Summary of the parametric investigation. The loaded Quality factors (both TM010 mode 
and TM110 mode) are evaluated from the Sxx. The Sxy and Sxx evaluated do not depend on the beam 
analog position.

Loop 
position 

(mm)

FreqTM010

(MHz)
FreqTM110

(MHz)
ΔFreq 
(MHz)

QL,TM010 QL,TM110
ΔS2mm-

0mm (dB)

20 127.7 145.1 17.4 58 173 4.1

30 127.1 145.4 18.3 37 47 2.1

40 126.2 145.9 19.7 27.7 16.8 1.3

Figure 4.10: Parametric investigation of the BPM model as a function of loop position (pickup) for 
the previously confirmed dimensional parameters: dielectric dimensions and inter/intra-cavity gaps. 
Provided are three different pickup positions: 20mm, 30mm, and 40mm.

The pickup position has minimal influence on both the TM010 and TM110 mode 
resonance frequencies and is probably due to small changes in the loop inductance 
(proportional to loop area) as a function of its position. The S(beam-pickup) of the 
TM010 mode in Figure 4.10 increases with pickup height up to 30 mm before it is 
reduced for 40 mm position. This is probably due to excessive coupling compared
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to the critical coupling limit. The signal sensitivity, given by ΔS2mm-0mm, decreases 
with increasing pickup height. This is due to the reduced amplitude of the TM010

mode at the TM110 mode frequency for lower pickup height, which facilitates 
larger signal sensitivity. The pickup position is chosen as 30 mm.

All the above parameters selected for the BPM prototype construction take into 
consideration the relaxation of machining and assembly errors. For instance, a 
pickup position of 20 mm will provide better signal sensitivity but due to the 
higher loaded quality factor, the demand on the symmetry of the model becomes 
more stringent. Since the construction of the BPM with perfect symmetry is not 
feasible, a reduction of the loaded quality factor is accepted. The symmetry of the 
BPM prototype is defined by the overall tolerance (machining and assembly) in 
linear position up to 0.05 mm and in rotational up to 0.1 degrees.

4.4 Final BPM model and simulation results for position offsets
In the parametric investigation (previous subsections), we have studied the 
influence of certain important geometric parameters on the characteristics of both 
the TM010 and the TM110 modes. The mechanical dimensions of the BPM 
prototype whose TM110 mode excitation exists at 145.7 MHz are as shown in 
Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11: Cut plane of the BPM prototype derived from HFSS simulation. Marked are the 
relevant dimensions of the prototype.

4.4.1 S-transmission for position offsets

A simulation estimate of the beam position-induced signal at multiple beam 
offsets is provided by the Driven modal solution at: 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 
15 mm along with the center position (0 mm). The position-offset simulation is 
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performed only for offsets in the X-axis. Due to the symmetry of the TM110 mode, 
the S(beam-pickup) behavior of the Y plane cavities is the same for translation of the 
beam along the Y-axis. Moreover, for an arbitrary (X, Y) position, the pickup 
response is the sum of both the horizontal and vertical polarization because of 
linear superposition of their fields. In Figure 4.12, the S(beam-pickup) behavior of both 
the X and Y plane cavities for 2 mm displaced beam in the X-axis from the center 
towards cavity 3 (reference Figure 4.5) is displayed. Since the Y coordinate is 
zero, the S(beam-pickup) for the Y-plane cavities is representative of the center 
position and corresponds to the TM010 mode amplitude at the TM110 mode 
resonance frequency. 

Figure 4.12 represents the S-transmission plot for both X plane cavities with a 
span of 100 MHz for a 2 mm beam offset in the X-axis. The TM010 mode 
resonance frequency of the BPM prototype is at 127.1 MHz and the TM110 mode 
resonance frequency is at 145.7 MHz. For a given displacement towards cavity 
3, the polarity effect as observable in Figure 4.3 (top figure) determines the nature 
of the S(beam-pickup) plot of the X plane cavities as maximum (marker m1) and 
minimum (marker m2). 

Figure 4.12: S-transmission for X (ports 3 and 5) and Y (ports 4 and 6) plane cavities for a beam 
offset of 2 mm in the X plane. Ports 1 and 2 are the beam entrance and exit ports (Figure 4.5). 
Markers (Port 3 and 5) represent the beam-pickup coupling coefficient of the X plane cavities 
whose TM110 mode is excited and is shown as maximum and minimum of the S-plots. Markers 
(Port 4 and 6) represent TM010 mode resonance frequency and TM010 mode tail at the TM110 mode 
resonance frequency along with their beam-pickup coupling coefficients.
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For increasing beam displacement towards the cavity (port 3) in the X-axis, the 
S(beam-pickup) coefficient (maximum) at the TM110 mode frequency increases with 
no shift in its peak frequency, as shown in Figure 4.13. This is due to similar curl 
orientations for the cavity with measurement port 3 as indicated by the smaller 
relative phase difference between the TM010 and the TM110 modes in Figure 4.14.
However, for the cavity (port 5), with increasing beam displacement away from 
the center, the minimum of the S(beam-pickup) shifts in frequency since there is 
frequency dependency of both the amplitude and phase of the TM010 and the 
TM110 mode with respect to the drive signal. This is due to opposite curl 
orientations of the induced magnetic fields between the TM010 and TM110 modes,
as discussed in 4.2.1. For a sizeable beam offset such as 15 mm towards cavity
with port 3, the S(beam-pickup) of the cavity with port 5 soars above the zero position 
S(beam-pickup) coefficient. This is a result of a stronger TM110 mode magnitude than 
the TM010 mode magnitude at the TM110 mode resonance frequency. 
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Figure 4.13: S31 (top) and S51 (bottom) transmission plots as the beam traverses towards cavity
with port 3. The red line represents the center beam position indicative of scenario 2 in the 
fragmented image shown at the bottom left. S-transmission behavior of the cavity with port 3 is 
representative of scenario 1 in the fragmented image. S-transmission behavior of the cavity with 
port 5 is a representation of scenario 3 in the fragmented image. At displacements larger than 5 mm, 
another higher-order mode (i.e., TM210 mode) is excited at 152.5 MHz. 
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Figure 4.14: Phase plot of the measurement port 3 with respect to beam entrance port 1 for position 
offsets. The relative phase between the center position (TM010 mode phase at TM110 mode 
frequency) and the position offsets (TM110 mode phase) does not change drastically. Thus, the 
superposition of the modes does not shift the peak frequency in Figure 4.13 (top). 

For beam displacements larger than 5 mm, another higher-order transverse 
magnetic mode is excited at 152.5 MHz. The higher-order mode is categorized as 
the TM210 mode (confirmed by simulation) since it has two full period variations 
of the azimuthal field components and one zero-crossing of the longitudinal field 
components. This indicates that for beam offsets larger than 5mm, we might face 
the effects of mode interference also from TM210 mode. This can be determined 
in a calibration procedure, however.

For the measurement chain, the position signal level from the BPM prototype will 
be low and will have to be bandpass filtered to get rid of the fundamental 
frequency, i.e., 72.85 MHz, and its higher harmonics (≥ 3). For determining the 
beam displacement and its sign, we have to consider the combination of all the 
measurement ports to determine in which quadrant the beam belongs. The 
simulation results for position offsets of 2 mm, 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm is 
evaluated as per Eq (4.12) [15] and are summarized in Table 4.8.

Ztr,i is the transfer impedance of a given pickup (i.e., measurement port) and could 
be used to evaluate the position signal from the BPM prototype. 

1i
tr,i o c

12

S
Z = Z Z

S
(4.12)
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where,
• S12 is the S-transmission between beam entrance and beam exit port;
• S1i is the transmission coefficient of a port (3,4,5 or 6) for a given offset
• Zo is the port impedance of 50 Ω and Zc is the characteristic impedance 

of the transmission line the beam analog forms with the cavity = 366 Ω.

NOTE: The S-transmission coefficients for the position offsets are provided in the 
Appendix.

Table 4.8: Summary of simulation results for displacements towards cavity 3. The pickup voltage 
is evaluated for a 50 Ω impedance system.

Position(mm) S31 (dB) Pickup Voltage (nV)

0 -18.45 16.2

2 -16.31 20.5

5 -13.78 27.5

10 -10.81 38.7

15 -8.63 49.7

4.4.2 Crosstalk (XX and XY)

For the crosstalk study of the BPM, the Driven modal analysis is performed in 
the absence of a beam analog. The nature of the XX and the XY crosstalk can be 
clearly seen in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: XX crosstalk (Mode strength) and XY crosstalk evaluated from the s-transmission 
plots in the absence of the beam analog. In the top plot, TM010 mode resonance frequency is at 
127.1MHz, TM110 mode resonance frequency at 145.7MHz and the TM210 mode (indicated as
Higher Order Mode (HOM)) resonance frequency is at 152.5 MHz. In the bottom plot, the XY 
coupling is representative of the horizontal-vertical crosstalk. The marker values are in dB. 

The frequency-dependent XX (or YY) crosstalk at the TM110 mode is especially 
high. This could affect the position sensitivity and the resolution along the 
corresponding axis, as it would be in a capacitive monitor since the signal 
generation is dominated by this crosstalk. However, in a cavity BPM, for a given 
offset in the horizontal (or vertical direction), the horizontal (or vertical) TM110

mode excitation is localized mostly between the two in-plane cavities but with 
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opposite polarity. For a cavity in which the TM110 has opposite polarity with 
respect to the stronger TM010 mode, the position information could be lost due to 
this opposition. This effect could be minimized by having a relatively stronger in-
plane crosstalk at the TM110 mode frequency compared to the crosstalk at the 
TM010 mode frequency. However, this is achieved at the expense of position 
sensitivity and resolution. The in-plane crosstalk is assumed to not affect the 
position resolution demand for PROSCAN, which is 0.5 mm.

What is greatly detrimental for the cavity BPM would be strong crosstalk between 
the horizontal and the vertical TM110 mode, represented by the XY crosstalk. This 
would create a parasitic excitation of the TM110 mode in the Y-(X-) direction for 
a beam position offset X- (Y-) direction. This would seriously compromise reduce 
the capability of the cavity BPM to measure beam position offset. 

Limiting the crosstalk between the adjacent pickups is thus important in the 
design of BPMs. This is traditionally achieved either by increasing the spacing 
between the adjacent pickups or with a more complicated geometry such as guard 
rings. The choice of a guard ring is not considered since we do not want to add 
more complexity to the already complex design of the cavity BPM.

Source of crosstalk: Shorted Stripline

Strong crosstalk arises mostly from capacitive coupling between X- and Y-
cavities. For a conventional pillbox, the crosstalk is only between the pickups,
i.e., inductive loops, whereas, for our BPM, the presence of four floating cavities 
represents an analogy of four capacitive electrodes. However, the electrodes are 
constructed as LC resonators (geometrically), which causes the BPM system as a 
whole to behave as a combination of resonators and capacitive probe. 
Specifically, the four LC resonators also represent themselves as stripline 
electrodes with a short termination at the base of the LC cavity and a load 
termination with 50 Ω (at measurement ports), which is similar to a shorted 
stripline BPM [16]. The combination of shorted stripline and resonating behavior
of the BPM prototype is clearly seen in the simulation results shown in Figure 
4.16.

Depending on the orientation of the BPM, it couples stronger to the beam when 
the beam enters such that it sees the cavity gap first, as shown in Figure 4.16.
When the beam enters from the opposite end, the pickup couples to the beam 
relatively weaker. This behavior is a clear indication of shorted stripline behavior,
which is generally used as a directional coupler. For a pillbox cavity, this behavior
is non-existent. 
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Thus, the source of stronger crosstalk between adjacent pickups arises from the 
capacitive coupling (between the cavities) along with the mode interference 
caused by the smaller loaded quality factor and frequency separation. 

Figure 4.16: S-transmission of the BPM system (cavity 3) with respect to beam entrance and exit 
ports (i.e., S13 and S23) at the TM010 mode resonance frequency. The S-transmission coefficient 
differs by approx. 1.5dB. The simulation is performed with a beam analog presence. Marker values 
are in dB.

Comparison with pillbox equivalent

The XX (or YY) crosstalk of the BPM is approximately 15% lower than that of a 
pillbox equivalent. However, the XY crosstalk of the BPM is threefold higher 
than the pillbox equivalent. Even though a pillbox system seems to offer much 
better XY isolation, for measurement with 1 nA, the absolute level of the signal 
for small position offsets is much closer to the thermal noise in a pillbox cavity. 
For instance, a 10 mm offset position in a pillbox BPM is expected to deliver a 
pickup voltage at approximately 3.5 nV. For the BPM prototype, the pickup is 
expected to deliver a ten times higher signal for the same offset at approximately 
39 nV. These signal levels are when the second harmonic amplitude from the 
bunch is 1 nA. For a bunch length of 2 ns (at the degrader exit), the second 
harmonic amplitude is approximately 25% of the average beam current. 

From the above observation, a cavity BPM built as a combination of four floating 
cavities offers a higher signal level for a given position offset and higher position 
sensitivity compared to a conventional pillbox cavity. Another advantage it offers 
is the compactness of the system and directivity.
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4.4.3 Cavity asymmetries

The cavity asymmetry study is performed on the BPM model to quantify its 
influence on cavity signal amplitude and on the TM110 mode resonance frequency. 
The cavity asymmetries that are considered for the study include:

• Cavity position error 
• Dielectric position error
• Dielectric properties error, εr

• Cavity rotation: Roll, Pitch, and Yaw

The asymmetry studies are performed on a single cavity within the model. The 
remaining cavities are not changed (i.e., no offsets induced). The left translation 
is indicative of negative displacements and the right translation of positive 
displacements. Rotational offsets are set in units of degree. The influence of these 
asymmetries on the TM110 mode resonance frequency and the S(beam-pickup)

coefficient is reported as these are the primary parameters of concern. 

Cavity position error

The cavity (X1) marked with the double arrow (red) is displaced to both left and 
right by 0.5 mm with respect to its optimal design position, i.e., the reference 
position. The results shown in Figure 4.17 are of the X2 cavity for a translation 
of the X1 cavity. 

Figure 4.17: Sji of the cavity X2 (beam offset of 2mm towards the right cavity) for translation errors 
of the opposite cavity, i.e., X1. The results are plotted for displacements of X1: -0.5mm; 0 mm; 
+0.5 mm. Port j represents the X2 cavity port and port i represents the beam entrance (into the page).
Color reference for the fragmented image can be found in Figure 4.5.
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The TM110 mode resonance frequency is shifted by approximately 600 kHz for a 
translation of 1 mm of a single cavity. In addition, the S(beam-pickup) coefficient of 
the X2 cavity reduces overall by 1 dB as the X1 cavity is moved from left to right 
by an overall translation of 1 mm. In other words, a translation error of a single 
cavity by 1mm (±0.5 mm from the center) could result in a variation of S(beam-

pickup) by approximately 1dB. With respect to the TM010 mode amplitude at the 
TM110 mode frequency, the signal level of the X2 cavity is approximately 5.8 nV 
higher for the - 0.5 mm displacement of the X1 cavity. Compared to the +0.5 mm 
displacement of the X1 cavity, the X2 cavity signal is 3.3 nV higher than the zero 
position. This increase in signal level of the X2 cavity by 2.5 nV is compensated 
by the decrease in the signal level of the X1 cavity and corresponds to a difference 
in position information by approximately 1.1 mm. There is little to marginal 
impact, i.e., 0.3% reduction in the XX (YY) crosstalk and 2.5% reduction in the 
XY crosstalk. The loaded quality factor is not influenced by the position error of 
a single cavity in the BPM model.

Dielectric position error

In Figure 4.18, the double arrow (red) indicates the displacement direction of the 
dielectric in the simulation. The dielectric (colored blue) is displaced by 0.5 mm 
to the right and 0.5 mm to the left from its reference position, i.e., its center
position. 

Figure 4.18: Sji of the cavity X2 (for a beam offset of 2 mm towards the right cavity) for translation 
errors of the dielectric. The results are plotted for displacements of the dielectric: -0.5mm; 0 mm; 
+0.5 mm. The Sji is plotted for the X2 cavity. Port j represents the X2 cavity port and port i represents 
the beam entrance (into the page). Color reference for the fragmented image can be found in 
Figure 4.5.
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From Figure 4.18, we clearly see that the position offset of the dielectric has no 
clear influence on the TM110 mode resonance frequency; however, the S(beam-pickup) 

of the X2 cavity is increased by approximately 2 dB for a total displacement of 
1 mm of the dielectric (+0.5 mm to -0.5 mm). With respect to the TM010 mode 
amplitude, the signal level of the X2 cavity is 7 nV higher when the dielectric is 
off from its reference position by -0.5 mm and is only 1.8 nV higher when the 
dielectric is off by +0.5 mm with respect to its reference position. This 
corresponds to the difference in the signal level of the X2 cavity by approximately 
5.2 nV and an overall difference (between -0.5 mm and +0.5 mm model) of 
2.4 mm in the position information. The volume of the dielectric that these fields 
have to propagate through determines the amount of beam-induced fields that 
terminate on the conducting walls. Thus, for identical signal-coupling by the LC 
cavities for a given offset, the symmetric position of the dielectric with respect to 
the floating LC cavities is essential. In other words, by inducing an offset in the 
dielectric position, the position sensitivity of the LC cavities is altered 
individually without noticeable changes in the loaded quality factor of the 
individual cavities. The XX (or YY) crosstalk is not affected by the dielectric 
position error; however, the crosstalk between X2-Y2 (/Y1) is increased by 7% 
approximately when the dielectric is displaced 0.5 mm towards X2 and reduces 
by 7% for a dielectric position error of 0.5 mm in the opposite direction. Due to 
the above influence on the crosstalk, the Y2 cavity shows a beam position offset 
of 0.3 mm towards it when in reality, the Y coordinate is actually zero.

Cavity rotation

The X2 cavity (reference Figure 4.18) is rotated by 1 degree with respect to the 
beam axis (longitudinal axis). The other LC cavities, alumina ceramic and the 
PEEK supports are at their symmetric position. With the rotation of a single cavity 
(X2), the beam-pickup coupling coefficient of the X2 cavity is increased by 
0.1 dB, which corresponds to an increase in the signal information by 0.5 nV 
(beam position error of 0.15 mm). In addition, the Y-axis cavities give a position 
offset of 0.4 mm due to the 1-degree rotation of the X2 cavity, instead of a zero 
Y coordinate. This is a consequence of the combination of amplified crosstalk 
(25% higher) between the X2-Y1, X1-Y2 cavities and diminished crosstalk 
between X1-Y1 and X2-Y2 cavities (25% lower). There was no frequency shift 
of the cavities observed in the simulation studies.
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Figure 4.19: X2 cavity rotated 1 degree towards Y1 cavity. The other components of the BPM: X1, 
Y1, Y2 cavities, the alumina ceramic and the peek rings are in their symmetrical (default position). 
Color reference for the image can be found in Figure 4.5.

The pitch and yaw rotational offsets, defined by the rotation of the cavity with 
respect to the beam’s transverse and normal axis, does not affect the S(beam-pickup)

coefficients and the crosstalk. The yaw asymmetry of the X2 cavity by 1 degree 
towards the center increases the TM110 mode resonance frequency by 100 kHz, 
which could be due to a reduction in the equivalent reentrant gap radius. 

4.5 Analytical evaluation 
We deduce from Eq (4.1), that the resonance frequency of the TM110 mode for 
our prototype is a function of Rres. From the geometry of the resonator BPM that 
has been designed in HFSS, we assume the E- field configurations of the TM110

mode are sustained mostly within the Rres= 90 mm and in the capacitive gap of 
l = 10 mm in the longitudinal direction, which is filled with the dielectric. 

For the analytical evaluation, certain parameters are taken from the HFSS 
Eigenmode solutions, which includes 

• Q0 = 3082 the unloaded quality factor of the TM110 mode. 
• δ = 6.78 µm skin-depth for aluminum at 145.7 MHz 

Substituting the resonator gap length l and the gap radius Rres into Eq (4.8), for a 
transit time factor Ttr = 1, we get 

max 2 2
20 1 tr
tr2

0 resres o 11 11110

2 Z   (J )  TR = 130.73  T 14.52 Ω
Q Rπ R  J (a ) a

l l 
≈ ≈ 

 

The transit time factor is nearly 1 for all the proton beam energies (238-70 MeV) 
as per [11].
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The voltage V110in induced by a bunch charge q (corresponding to 1 nA beam 
current at the drive frequency i.e., 145.7 MHz) in the TM110 mode at a given 
displacement of δx = 2.0 mm (at ϕ = 90), can be calculated using the Eq (4.10).

Substituting a11 = 3.83 (first zero of the first-order Bessel function), Rres and 
J1max = 0.582 (maximum of the first-order Bessel function) for the offset in the 
angle bracket term the beam-coupling coefficient is Bc=0.51. The induced voltage 
as per Eq for the bunch charge 

2
in tr11

110 max 3
1 res res110

8

0.2474 δx q  T  a δxRV (δx)=ω q == =92.30 nV
Q 2 J  R R

for ω=2πf =9.15×10  rad/s

l 
 
 

From the HFSS Driven Modal solution, the loaded quality factor, QL, of the cavity 
= 46 where,  𝜒𝜒𝜒𝜒 = Qo/QL is given as 66.

Substituting the derived parameters in Eq (4.11), provides expected output 
voltage for a 2 mm displacement as 

out
110 c

L110

R 50Ω χV (Δx)= ω q B =25 nV(approx.)
Q Q 1+χ

 
 
 

The order of magnitude matches with the simulation estimate (20.5 nV for 2 mm 
displacement). The simulation estimate being more precise will be used as a
reference. These signal levels are when the second harmonic amplitude from the 
bunch is 1 nA. For a bunch length of 2 ns (at the degrader exit), the second 
harmonic amplitude is approximately 25% of the average beam current. 

4.6 Conclusion
For the measurement of the beam position of a proton beam in PROSCAN 
beamlines, the use of a cavity resonator based on the principle of TM110 mode 
resonance is considered. 

The characterization of the TM110 mode described in subsection 4.1.1
demonstrates the linear response of the TM110 mode cavity for position offsets. In 
a traditional cavity BPM such as a pillbox, the TM110 mode resonance frequency 
is located at a few hundreds of MHz from the TM010 mode resonance frequency 
of the cavity to ensure minimum mode interference. However, our cavity BPM 
has its TM110 mode resonance frequency (145.7 MHz) within 20 MHz from the 
TM010 mode resonance frequency (127.1 MHz). This allows to take advantage of 
the mode interference exploiting by the opposite polarity between the TM010
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mode and the TM110 mode to determine the sign of the beam position offset as 
described in subsection 4.2.1.

The Driven modal solver provided mechanical dimensions of certain important 
design parameters, which includes

• Gap between individual floating cavities (inter-cavity gap)
• Gap between the ground cylinder and the floating cavities (intra-cavity 

gap)
• Dielectric dimensions: dielectric width and thickness
• Pickup position

The above-mentioned parameters were optimized to maximize the TM110 signal 
output at 145.7 MHz for a given bunch charge and a beam position offset. The 
cavity BPM dimensions are as shown in Figure 4.11. The advantages of the BPM 
over pillbox equivalent are the higher absolute signal level for a given offset, its 
better position sensitivity and its compactness. The analytical evaluation is also 
in good agreement with the simulation results, thus giving confidence in the 
expected response of the BPM prototype for ultra-low proton beam currents. The 
slope of the linear relationship shown in Figure 4.20 gives the position sensitivity 
of the cavity BPM. The offset at beam position zero (0 mm) is mostly caused by 
the signal from the TM010 excitation. The next Chapter discusses the test-bench 
and beamline measurements of the above-designed cavity BPM.

Figure 4.20: Theoretical position sensitivity of the cavity BPM estimated from simulation results
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4.7 Appendix
S-parameter Transfer Matrix for beam position offsets

4TA 1: S-transmission matrix (magnitude) for simulated beam position offsets. The diagonal 
elements of the matrix represent reflection coefficients. The other elements represent transmission 
coefficients. 1 and 2 represent beam entrance and exit. 3 and 5 are for X-axis cavities. 4 and 6 are 
for Y-axis cavities.

Position 
(mm)

S-11 S-21 S-31 S-41 S-51 S-61

0 0.02 0.97 0.12 0.12 0.12 0.12

2 0.02 0.97 0.15 0.012 0.08 0.12

5 0.03 0.96 0.20 0.12 0.04 0.12

10 0.05 0.94 0.28 0.12 0.05 0.12

15 0.08 0.90 0.36 0.11 0.13 0.11
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